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FB EH 4B6 >H5: @ B3B?7 E3:;7FH :9?:E=:=:, @:NF E7 @7 ?B87 :ECBD75:F:
E C:E?B?. D:;F7>H :=: 9@@KH E3B?7, <B;: ;7 @ 5=7<B CD7<B б:;7=B4
E3:;7F, CBE=F: ?:E=: E3B;7 @ <B?5H DF:;7; L:FF:, NFB EH 5DH4: C:E=:
CD:;7 53:;7 :>57 4B5:@, : @C:EF:, 5 ?B4H 5DH4: CBE=:;7 @7<B=:<B :>5
4B5:@ L:FF:; FB ;7 @H<, <B; H? >HK<: 4BFB3B CD739:=9:, : ?B4=B б: E7
D7G:, 5 ;7 B@;, <B;: ;7 CD3: AH :9?:E=:B, б:B 3:N7 B4 @74B LB37<. :E?B
;7 BF3BD:=B CHF H?H >HK<B?7, 5 E7 CD:б=:8: < B4H CB ?B4HGEF3H E3B?7.
@B ;7 :9?:N>7@B, B5 CD:=:<7, CD:;7 L7F:D: :>57 4B5:@; : CBE=:;7 E3B4
F7N<B4 : LH5@B4 CBEFA F<B ;7 =E@B CBEF=B, 5 5@E @ E3:;7FH @7?
@:<<3 9@F =<N74 B5 A74; : F<B E7 CB E3:;7FH D9?=B8:=B, 5 5@E
H 3DBC: :? @DB5, H <B;:? @7? LB37<, 5 @7 9@ L:FF: : C:EF:.
H< F7I@B3:G DM:G,
7L 1827.

FB EH 4B6 >H5: @ B3B?7 E3:;7FH :9?:E=:=:, @:NF E7 @7 ?B87
:ECBD75:F: E C:E?B?. D:;F7>H :=: 9@@KH E3B?7, <B;: ;7 @ 5=7<B
CD7<B б:;7=B4 E3:;7F, CBE=F: ?:E=: E3B;7 @ <B?5H DF:;7; L:FF:,
NFB EH 5DH4: C:E=: CD:;7 53:;7 :>57 4B5:@, : @C:EF:, 5 ?B4H
5DH4: CBE=:;7 @7<B=:<B :>5 4B5:@ L:FF:; FB ;7 @H<, <B; H? >HK<:
4BFB3B CD739:=9:, : ?B4=B б: E7 D7G:, 5 ;7 B@;, <B;: ;7 CD3: AH
:9?:E=:B, б:B 3:N7 B4 @74B LB37<. :E?B ;7 BF3BD:=B CHF H?H >HK<B?7,
5 E7 CD:б=:8: < B4H CB ?B4HGEF3H E3B?7. @B ;7 :9?:N>7@B, B5
CD:=:<7, CD:;7 L7F:D: :>57 4B5:@; : CBE=:;7 E3B4 F7N<B4 : LH5@B4
CBEFA F<B ;7 =E@B CBEF=B, 5 5@E @ E3:;7FH @7? @:<<3 9@F
=<N74 B5 A74; : F<B E7 CB E3:;7FH D9?=B8:=B, 5 5@E H 3DBC:
:? @DB5, H <B;:? @7? LB37<, 5 @7 9@ L:FF: : C:EF:.
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H< F7I@B3:G DM:G,
7L 1827.

FB EH 4B6 >H5: @ B3B?7 E3:;7FH :9?:E=:=:,
@:NF E7 @7 ?B87 :ECBD75:F: E C:E?B?.
D:;F7>H :=: 9@@KH E3B?7, <B;: ;7 @ 5=7<B
CD7<B б:;7=B4 E3:;7F, CBE=F: ?:E=: E3B;7 @
<B?5H DF:;7; L:FF:, NFB EH 5DH4: C:E=: CD:;7
53:;7 :>57 4B5:@, : @C:EF:, 5 ?B4H 5DH4:
CBE=:;7 @7<B=:<B :>5 4B5:@ L:FF:; FB ;7
@H<, <B; H? >HK<: 4BFB3B CD739:=9:, :
?B4=B б: E7 D7G:, 5 ;7 B@;, <B;: ;7 CD3: AH
:9?:E=:B, б:B 3:N7 B4 @74B LB37<. :E?B ;7
BF3BD:=B CHF H?H >HK<B?7, 5 E7 CD:б=:8: <
B4H CB ?B4HGEF3H E3B?7. @B ;7 :9?:N>7@B,
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FB EH 4B6 >H5: @ B3B?7
18
E3:;7FH :9?:E=:=:, @:NF E7 @7
?B87 :ECBD75:F: E C:E?B?.
D:;F7>H :=: 9@@KH E3B?7,
<B;: ;7 @ 5=7<B CD7<B б:;7=B4
6 E3:;7F, CBE=F: ?:E=: E3B;7 @
<B?5H DF:;7; L:FF:, NFB EH
5DH4: C:E=: CD:;7 53:;7 :>57
4B5:@, : @C:EF:, 5 ?B4H
5DH4: CBE=:;7 @7<B=:<B :>5
4B5:@ L:FF:; FB ;7 @H<, <B;
H? >HK<: 4BFB3B CD739:=9:,
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FB EH 4B6 >H5: @ B3B?7
E3:;7FH :9?:E=:=:, @:NF E7 @7
?B87 :ECBD75:F: E C:E?B?.
D:;F7>H :=: 9@@KH E3B?7,
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  CD I    G FHH,     E
K  K. )GI H F  N , G G  H
K бGHC G, KH H G   G; ,
   C KH KG G I C ,  K,  C
 C KHG H I C  ;  G  , G  I N
C KFHF,  CH б  ,  G  G, G G K J
FH, б   C C . ) G H K   I N,
  KбHE  C K C  . (  G F I , 
KH, KG  I C ;  KHG C  C    C
KJ  G H  KH,     G   F 
H C  JC;    K G FHEH,    K
 , G  ,   F    K.
  L  O,
 1827.

  CD I    G FHH,     E
K  K. )GI H F  N , G G 
H K бGHC G, KH H G   G;
,    C KH KG G I C ,  K,
 C  C KHG H I C  ;  G  ,
G  I N C KFHF,  CH б  ,  G  G,
G G K J FH, б   C C . ) G
H K   I N,   KбHE  C K C 
. (  G F I ,  KH, KG  I C ;
 KHG C  C    C KJ  G H  KH,
    G   F  H C  JC;  
 K G FHEH,    K  , G
 ,   F    K.
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  L  O,
 1827.

  CD I    G
FHH,     E K 
K. )GI H F  N , G
G  H K бGHC G, KH
H G   G; , 
  C KH KG G I C , 
K,  C  C KHG H
I C  ;  G  , G 
I N C KFHF,  CH б 
,  G  G, G G K J FH,
б   C C . ) G H
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  CD I   
18
G FHH,   
 E K 
K. )GI H
F  N , G G 
6 H K бGHC G,
KH H G 
 G; ,  
 C KH KG G
I C ,  K, 
C  C KHG H

  CD I   
G FHH,   
 E K  K. )GI H F  N
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FB EH 4B6 >H5: @ B3B?7 E3:;7FH :9?:E=:=:, @:NF E7 @7 ?B87
:ECBD75:F: E C:E?B?. D:;F7>H :=: 9@@KH E3B?7, <B;: ;7 @ 5=7<B
CD7<B б:;7=B4 E3:;7F, CBE=F: ?:E=: E3B;7 @ <B?5H DF:;7; L:FF:,
NFB EH 5DH4: C:E=: CD:;7 53:;7 :>57 4B5:@, : @C:EF:, 5 ?B4H
5DH4: CBE=:;7 @7<B=:<B :>5 4B5:@ L:FF:; FB ;7 @H<, <B; H? >HK<:
4BFB3B CD739:=9:, : ?B4=B б: E7 D7G:, 5 ;7 B@;, <B;: ;7 CD3: AH
:9?:E=:B, б:B 3:N7 B4 @74B LB37<. :E?B ;7 BF3BD:=B CHF H?H >HK<B?7,
5 E7 CD:б=:8: < B4H CB ?B4HGEF3H E3B?7. @B ;7 :9?:N>7@B, B5
CD:=:<7, CD:;7 L7F:D: :>57 4B5:@; : CBE=:;7 E3B4 F7N<B4 : LH5@B4
CBEFA F<B ;7 =E@B CBEF=B, 5 5@E @ E3:;7FH @7? @:<<3 9@F
=<N74 B5 A74; : F<B E7 CB E3:;7FH D9?=B8:=B, 5 5@E H 3DBC:
:? @DB5, H <B;:? @7? LB37<, 5 @7 9@ L:FF: : C:EF:.
H< F7I@B3:G DM:G,
7L 1827.

FB EH 4B6 >H5: @ B3B?7 E3:;7FH :9?:E=:=:, @:NF E7 @7 ?B87
:ECBD75:F: E C:E?B?. D:;F7>H :=: 9@@KH E3B?7, <B;: ;7 @
5=7<B CD7<B б:;7=B4 E3:;7F, CBE=F: ?:E=: E3B;7 @ <B?5H DF:;7;
L:FF:, NFB EH 5DH4: C:E=: CD:;7 53:;7 :>57 4B5:@, : @C:EF:,
5 ?B4H 5DH4: CBE=:;7 @7<B=:<B :>5 4B5:@ L:FF:; FB ;7 @H<,
<B; H? >HK<: 4BFB3B CD739:=9:, : ?B4=B б: E7 D7G:, 5 ;7 B@;,
<B;: ;7 CD3: AH :9?:E=:B, б:B 3:N7 B4 @74B LB37<. :E?B ;7
BF3BD:=B CHF H?H >HK<B?7, 5 E7 CD:б=:8: < B4H CB ?B4HGEF3H
E3B?7. @B ;7 :9?:N>7@B, B5 CD:=:<7, CD:;7 L7F:D: :>57 4B5:@;
: CBE=:;7 E3B4 F7N<B4 : LH5@B4 CBEFA F<B ;7 =E@B CBEF=B,
5 5@E @ E3:;7FH @7? @:<<3 9@F =<N74 B5 A74; : F<B
E7 CB E3:;7FH D9?=B8:=B, 5 5@E H 3DBC: :? @DB5, H <B;:?
@7? LB37<, 5 @7 9@ L:FF: : C:EF:.

8

H< F7I@B3:G DM:G,
7L 1827.

FB EH 4B6 >H5: @ B3B?7 E3:;7FH
:9?:E=:=:, @:NF E7 @7 ?B87 :ECBD75:F: E
C:E?B?. D:;F7>H :=: 9@@KH E3B?7, <B;:
;7 @ 5=7<B CD7<B б:;7=B4 E3:;7F, CBE=F:
?:E=: E3B;7 @ <B?5H DF:;7; L:FF:, NFB
EH 5DH4: C:E=: CD:;7 53:;7 :>57 4B5:@, :
@C:EF:, 5 ?B4H 5DH4: CBE=:;7 @7<B=:<B
:>5 4B5:@ L:FF:; FB ;7 @H<, <B; H?
>HK<: 4BFB3B CD739:=9:, : ?B4=B б: E7
D7G:, 5 ;7 B@;, <B;: ;7 CD3: AH :9?:E=:B,
б:B 3:N7 B4 @74B LB37<. :E?B ;7 BF3BD:=B

12

FB EH 4B6 >H5: @ B3B?7
18
E3:;7FH :9?:E=:=:, @:NF E7
@7 ?B87 :ECBD75:F: E
C:E?B?. D:;F7>H :=:
9@@KH E3B?7, <B;: ;7 @
6 5=7<B CD7<B б:;7=B4 E3:;7F,
CBE=F: ?:E=: E3B;7 @
<B?5H DF:;7; L:FF:, NFB EH
5DH4: C:E=: CD:;7 53:;7
:>57 4B5:@, : @C:EF:, 5
?B4H 5DH4: CBE=:;7 @7<B=:<B

FB EH 4B6 >H5: @ B3B?7
E3:;7FH :9?:E=:=:, @:NF E7
@7 ?B87 :ECBD75:F: E C:E?B?. D:;F7>H :=: 9@@KH
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FB EH 4B6 >H5: @ B3B?7 E3:;7FH :9?:E=:=:, @:NF E7 @7
?B87 :ECBD75:F: E C:E?B?. D:;F7>H :=: 9@@KH E3B?7,
<B;: ;7 @ 5=7<B CD7<B б:;7=B4 E3:;7F, CBE=F: ?:E=: E3B;7
@ <B?5H DF:;7; L:FF:, NFB EH 5DH4: C:E=: CD:;7 53:;7
:>57 4B5:@, : @C:EF:, 5 ?B4H 5DH4: CBE=:;7 @7<B=:<B
:>5 4B5:@ L:FF:; FB ;7 @H<, <B; H? >HK<: 4BFB3B
CD739:=9:, : ?B4=B б: E7 D7G:, 5 ;7 B@;, <B;: ;7 CD3: AH
:9?:E=:B, б:B 3:N7 B4 @74B LB37<. :E?B ;7 BF3BD:=B CHF
H?H >HK<B?7, 5 E7 CD:б=:8: < B4H CB ?B4HGEF3H E3B?7.
@B ;7 :9?:N>7@B, B5 CD:=:<7, CD:;7 L7F:D: :>57 4B5:@;
: CBE=:;7 E3B4 F7N<B4 : LH5@B4 CBEFA F<B ;7 =E@B
CBEF=B, 5 5@E @ E3:;7FH @7? @:<<3 9@F =<N74
B5 A74; : F<B E7 CB E3:;7FH D9?=B8:=B, 5 5@E H 3DBC:
:? @DB5, H <B;:? @7? LB37<, 5 @7 9@ L:FF: : C:EF:.
H< F7I@B3:G DM:G,
7L 1827.

FB EH 4B6 >H5: @ B3B?7 E3:;7FH
:9?:E=:=:, @:NF E7 @7 ?B87 :ECBD75:F:
E C:E?B?. D:;F7>H :=: 9@@KH E3B?7,
<B;: ;7 @ 5=7<B CD7<B б:;7=B4 E3:;7F,
CBE=F: ?:E=: E3B;7 @ <B?5H DF:;7;
L:FF:, NFB EH 5DH4: C:E=: CD:;7 53:;7
:>57 4B5:@, : @C:EF:, 5 ?B4H 5DH4:
CBE=:;7 @7<B=:<B :>5 4B5:@ L:FF:;
FB ;7 @H<, <B; H? >HK<: 4BFB3B
CD739:=9:, : ?B4=B б: E7 D7G:, 5 ;7
B@;, <B;: ;7 CD3: AH :9?:E=:B, б:B 3:N7

H< F7I@B3:G DM:G,
7L 1827.

12

FB EH 4B6 >H5: @ B3B?7 18
E3:;7FH :9?:E=:=:, @:NF
E7 @7 ?B87 :ECBD75:F: E
C:E?B?. D:;F7>H :=:
9@@KH E3B?7, <B;: ;7 @
6 5=7<B CD7<B б:;7=B4
E3:;7F, CBE=F: ?:E=:
E3B;7 @ <B?5H DF:;7;
L:FF:, NFB EH 5DH4:
C:E=: CD:;7 53:;7 :>57
4B5:@, : @C:EF:, 5 ?B4H

S
A
N FB EH 4B6 >H5: @ B3B?7
:9?:E=:=:, @:NF
S E3:;7FH
E7 @7 ?B87 :ECBD75:F: E
FB EH 4B6 >H5: @ B3B?7 E3:;7FH :9?:E=:=:, @:NF E7 @7 ?B87
:ECBD75:F: E C:E?B?. D:;F7>H :=: 9@@KH E3B?7, <B;: ;7 @
5=7<B CD7<B б:;7=B4 E3:;7F, CBE=F: ?:E=: E3B;7 @ <B?5H
DF:;7; L:FF:, NFB EH 5DH4: C:E=: CD:;7 53:;7 :>57 4B5:@, :
@C:EF:, 5 ?B4H 5DH4: CBE=:;7 @7<B=:<B :>5 4B5:@ L:FF:;
FB ;7 @H<, <B; H? >HK<: 4BFB3B CD739:=9:, : ?B4=B б: E7 D7G:,
5 ;7 B@;, <B;: ;7 CD3: AH :9?:E=:B, б:B 3:N7 B4 @74B LB37<.
:E?B ;7 BF3BD:=B CHF H?H >HK<B?7, 5 E7 CD:б=:8: < B4H CB
?B4HGEF3H E3B?7. @B ;7 :9?:N>7@B, B5 CD:=:<7, CD:;7 L7F:D:
:>57 4B5:@; : CBE=:;7 E3B4 F7N<B4 : LH5@B4 CBEFA F<B ;7
=E@B CBEF=B, 5 5@E @ E3:;7FH @7? @:<<3 9@F =<N74
B5 A74; : F<B E7 CB E3:;7FH D9?=B8:=B, 5 5@E H 3DBC: :?
@DB5, H <B;:? @7? LB37<, 5 @7 9@ L:FF: : C:EF:.

8

C:E?B?. D:;F7>H :=:
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FB EH 4B6 >H5: @ B3B?7 E3:;7FH :9?:E=:=:, @:NF E7 @7 ?B87
:ECBD75:F: E C:E?B?. D:;F7>H :=: 9@@KH E3B?7, <B;: ;7 @
5=7<B CD7<B б:;7=B4 E3:;7F, CBE=F: ?:E=: E3B;7 @ <B?5H
DF:;7; L:FF:, NFB EH 5DH4: C:E=: CD:;7 53:;7 :>57 4B5:@, :
@C:EF:, 5 ?B4H 5DH4: CBE=:;7 @7<B=:<B :>5 4B5:@ L:FF:;
FB ;7 @H<, <B; H? >HK<: 4BFB3B CD739:=9:, : ?B4=B б: E7 D7G:,
5 ;7 B@;, <B;: ;7 CD3: AH :9?:E=:B, б:B 3:N7 B4 @74B LB37<.
:E?B ;7 BF3BD:=B CHF H?H >HK<B?7, 5 E7 CD:б=:8: < B4H CB
?B4HGEF3H E3B?7. @B ;7 :9?:N>7@B, B5 CD:=:<7, CD:;7 L7F:D:
:>57 4B5:@; : CBE=:;7 E3B4 F7N<B4 : LH5@B4 CBEFA F<B ;7
=E@B CBEF=B, 5 5@E @ E3:;7FH @7? @:<<3 9@F =<N74
B5 A74; : F<B E7 CB E3:;7FH D9?=B8:=B, 5 5@E H 3DBC: :?
@DB5, H <B;:? @7? LB37<, 5 @7 9@ L:FF: : C:EF:.
H< F7I@B3:G DM:G,
7L 1827.

FB EH 4B6 >H5: @ B3B?7 E3:;7FH :9?:E=:=:, @:NF E7 @7
?B87 :ECBD75:F: E C:E?B?. D:;F7>H :=: 9@@KH E3B?7,
<B;: ;7 @ 5=7<B CD7<B б:;7=B4 E3:;7F, CBE=F: ?:E=: E3B;7
@ <B?5H DF:;7; L:FF:, NFB EH 5DH4: C:E=: CD:;7 53:;7
:>57 4B5:@, : @C:EF:, 5 ?B4H 5DH4: CBE=:;7 @7<B=:<B
:>5 4B5:@ L:FF:; FB ;7 @H<, <B; H? >HK<: 4BFB3B
CD739:=9:, : ?B4=B б: E7 D7G:, 5 ;7 B@;, <B;: ;7 CD3: AH
:9?:E=:B, б:B 3:N7 B4 @74B LB37<. :E?B ;7 BF3BD:=B CHF
H?H >HK<B?7, 5 E7 CD:б=:8: < B4H CB ?B4HGEF3H E3B?7.
@B ;7 :9?:N>7@B, B5 CD:=:<7, CD:;7 L7F:D: :>57 4B5:@;
: CBE=:;7 E3B4 F7N<B4 : LH5@B4 CBEFA F<B ;7 =E@B
CBEF=B, 5 5@E @ E3:;7FH @7? @:<<3 9@F =<N74
B5 A74; : F<B E7 CB E3:;7FH D9?=B8:=B, 5 5@E H 3DBC:
:? @DB5, H <B;:? @7? LB37<, 5 @7 9@ L:FF: : C:EF:.
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Of all the things in this world that man has invented, nothing can compare
to the alphabet. To be able to send to a friend or acquaintance, far away
somewhere in the wide world, one’s thoughts on a piece of paper: to be
able to read what others wrote two thousand years ago and to be able
to write something that others will be able to read several thousand
years later; that is a science almost transcending the bounds of the
human mind, and one can say that whoever first invented it, was more
God than man. The alphabet has opened the road to the human mind,
enabling it to approach God to the limits of its possibilities. It was invented
some four thousand years ago, and after its difficult and strange
development it has become so easy that today there is no easier skill, and
has spread so much in the world that at present in Europe there are
peoples among whom there is no one who cannot read and write.
Vuk Stefanović Karadžić,
Vienna, 1827
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Of all the things in this world that man has invented, nothing can compare to
the alphabet. To be able to send to a friend or acquaintance, far away somewhere
in the wide world, one’s thoughts on a piece of paper: to be able to read what
others wrote two thousand years ago and to be able to write something that
others will be able to read several thousand years later; that is a science
almost transcending the bounds of the human mind, and one can say that
whoever first invented it, was more God than man. The alphabet has opened the
road to the human mind, enabling it to approach God to the limits of its
possibilities. It was invented some four thousand years ago, and after its difficult
and strange development it has become so easy that today there is no easier
skill, and has spread so much in the world that at present in Europe there are
peoples among whom there is no one who cannot read and write.
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Of all the things in this world that man has invented, nothing can compare to
the alphabet. To be able to send to a friend or acquaintance, far away somewhere
in the wide world, one’s thoughts on a piece of paper: to be able to read what
others wrote two thousand years ago and to be able to write something that
others will be able to read several thousand years later; that is a science
almost transcending the bounds of the human mind, and one can say that
whoever first invented it, was more God than man. The alphabet has opened the
road to the human mind, enabling it to approach God to the limits of its
possibilities. It was invented some four thousand years ago, and after its difficult
and strange development it has become so easy that today there is no easier
skill, and has spread so much in the world that at present in Europe there are
peoples among whom there is no one who cannot read and write.
Vuk Stefanović Karadžić,
Vienna, 1827

Of all the things in this world that man has invented, nothing can compare
to the alphabet. To be able to send to a friend or acquaintance, far away
somewhere in the wide world, one’s thoughts on a piece of paper: to be
able to read what others wrote two thousand years ago and to be able
to write something that others will be able to read several thousand
years later; that is a science almost transcending the bounds of the
human mind, and one can say that whoever first invented it, was more
God than man. The alphabet has opened the road to the human mind,
enabling it to approach God to the limits of its possibilities. It was invented
some four thousand years ago, and after its difficult and strange
development it has become so easy that today there is no easier skill, and
has spread so much in the world that at present in Europe there are
peoples among whom there is no one who cannot read and write.
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Of all the things in this world that man has invented, nothing can
compare to the alphabet. To be able to send to a friend or acquaintance,
far away somewhere in the wide world, one’s thoughts on a piece of
paper: to be able to read what others wrote two thousand years ago
and to be able to write something that others will be able to read
several thousand years later; that is a science almost transcending
the bounds of the human mind, and one can say that whoever first
invented it, was more God than man. The alphabet has opened the road
to the human mind, enabling it to approach God to the limits of its
possibilities. It was invented some four thousand years ago, and after
its difficult and strange development it has become so easy that today
there is no easier skill, and has spread so much in the world that at
present in Europe there are peoples among whom there is no one who
cannot read and write.
Vuk Stefanović Karadžić,
Vienna, 1827

Of all the things in this world that man has
invented, nothing can compare to the alphabet.
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far away somewhere in the wide world, one’s
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and to be able to write something that others
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Of all the things in this world that man has invented, nothing can compare
to the alphabet. To be able to send to a friend or acquaintance, far away
somewhere in the wide world, one’s thoughts on a piece of paper: to be able
to read what others wrote two thousand years ago and to be able to write
something that others will be able to read several thousand years later;
that is a science almost transcending the bounds of the human mind, and
one can say that whoever first invented it, was more God than man. The
alphabet has opened the road to the human mind, enabling it to approach
God to the limits of its possibilities. It was invented some four thousand
years ago, and after its difficult and strange development it has become so
easy that today there is no easier skill, and has spread so much in the world
that at present in Europe there are peoples among whom there is no one
who cannot read and write.
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Of all the things in this world that man has invented, nothing can
compare to the alphabet. To be able to send to a friend or acquaintance,
far away somewhere in the wide world, one’s thoughts on a piece of
paper: to be able to read what others wrote two thousand years ago
and to be able to write something that others will be able to read
several thousand years later; that is a science almost transcending
the bounds of the human mind, and one can say that whoever first
invented it, was more God than man. The alphabet has opened the road
to the human mind, enabling it to approach God to the limits of its
possibilities. It was invented some four thousand years ago, and after
its difficult and strange development it has become so easy that today
there is no easier skill, and has spread so much in the world that at
present in Europe there are peoples among whom there is no one who
cannot read and write.
Vuk Stefanović Karadžić,
Vienna, 1827
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Of all the things in this world that man has invented, nothing can compare
to the alphabet. To be able to send to a friend or acquaintance, far away
somewhere in the wide world, one’s thoughts on a piece of paper: to be able
to read what others wrote two thousand years ago and to be able to write
something that others will be able to read several thousand years later;
that is a science almost transcending the bounds of the human mind, and
one can say that whoever first invented it, was more God than man. The
alphabet has opened the road to the human mind, enabling it to approach
God to the limits of its possibilities. It was invented some four thousand
years ago, and after its difficult and strange development it has become so
easy that today there is no easier skill, and has spread so much in the world
that at present in Europe there are peoples among whom there is no one
who cannot read and write.
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Of all the things in this world that man has invented, nothing
can compare to the alphabet. To be able to send to a friend or
acquaintance, far away somewhere in the wide world, one’s
thoughts on a piece of paper: to be able to read what others
wrote two thousand years ago and to be able to write something
that others will be able to read several thousand years later;
that is a science almost transcending the bounds of the human
mind, and one can say that whoever first invented it, was more
God than man. The alphabet has opened the road to the human
mind, enabling it to approach God to the limits of its possibilities.
It was invented some four thousand years ago, and after its
difficult and strange development it has become so easy that
today there is no easier skill, and has spread so much in the
world that at present in Europe there are peoples among whom
there is no one who cannot read and write.
Vuk Stefanović Karadžić,
Vienna, 1827

Of all the things in this world that man
has invented, nothing can compare to the
alphabet. To be able to send to a friend or
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wide world, one’s thoughts on a piece of
paper: to be able to read what others wrote
two thousand years ago and to be able to
write something that others will be able to
read several thousand years later; that is
a science almost transcending the bounds
of the human mind, and one can say that
whoever first invented it, was more God
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Of all the things in this world that man has invented, nothing can
compare to the alphabet. To be able to send to a friend or acquaintance,
far away somewhere in the wide world, one’s thoughts on a piece of
paper: to be able to read what others wrote two thousand years ago
and to be able to write something that others will be able to read
several thousand years later; that is a science almost transcending
the bounds of the human mind, and one can say that whoever first
invented it, was more God than man. The alphabet has opened the road
to the human mind, enabling it to approach God to the limits of its
possibilities. It was invented some four thousand years ago, and after
its difficult and strange development it has become so easy that today
there is no easier skill, and has spread so much in the world that at
present in Europe there are peoples among whom there is no one who
cannot read and write.
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Of all the things in this world that man has invented, nothing
can compare to the alphabet. To be able to send to a friend or
acquaintance, far away somewhere in the wide world, one’s
thoughts on a piece of paper: to be able to read what others
wrote two thousand years ago and to be able to write something
that others will be able to read several thousand years later;
that is a science almost transcending the bounds of the human
mind, and one can say that whoever first invented it, was more
God than man. The alphabet has opened the road to the human
mind, enabling it to approach God to the limits of its possibilities.
It was invented some four thousand years ago, and after its
difficult and strange development it has become so easy that
today there is no easier skill, and has spread so much in the
world that at present in Europe there are peoples among whom
there is no one who cannot read and write.
Vuk Stefanović Karadžić,
Vienna, 1827
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Of all the things in this world that man has invented, nothing can
compare to the alphabet. To be able to send to a friend or acquaintance,
far away somewhere in the wide world, one’s thoughts on a piece of
paper: to be able to read what others wrote two thousand years ago
and to be able to write something that others will be able to read
several thousand years later; that is a science almost transcending
the bounds of the human mind, and one can say that whoever first
invented it, was more God than man. The alphabet has opened the road
to the human mind, enabling it to approach God to the limits of its
possibilities. It was invented some four thousand years ago, and after
its difficult and strange development it has become so easy that today
there is no easier skill, and has spread so much in the world that at
present in Europe there are peoples among whom there is no one who
cannot read and write.
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